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ABSTRACT: Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin has been an
important model system for investigating fundamental electron
transfer (EleT) in proteins. Early pioneering studies used
ruthenium photosensitizers to induce EleT in azurin and this
experimental data continues to be used to develop theories for
EleT mediated through a protein matrix. In this study we show
that putative EleT rates in the P. aeruginosa azurin model
system, measured via photoinduced methods, can also be
explained by an alternate energy transfer (EngT) mechanism.
Investigation of EngT in azurin, conducted in this study,
isolates and resolves confounding phenomenai.e., zinc contamination and excited state emissionthat can lead to erroneous
kinetic assignments. Here we employ two azurin photosensitizer systems, the previously reported Ru(2,2′-
bipyridine)2(imidazole) and an unreported phototrigger, Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA), Ru(2,2′-bipyridine)2(5-iodoacetamido-1,10-
phenanthroline), that has a longer lifetime, to better resolve convoluted kinetic observations and allow us to draw clear
distinctions between photoinduced EngT and EleT. Extensive metal analysis, in addition to electrochemical and photochemical
(photoinduced transfer) measurements, suggests Zn-metalated azurin contamination can result in a biexponential reaction, which
can be mistaken for EleT. Namely, upon photoinduction, the observed slow phase is exclusively the contribution from Zn-
metalated azurin, not EleT, whereas the fast phase is the result of EngT between the photosensitizer and the Cu-site, rather than
simple excited-state decay of the phototrigger.

■ INTRODUCTION

Electron transfer (EleT) and energy transfer (EngT) are of
critical importance in biology due to their fundamental roles in
bioenergetic processes such as photosynthesis, in addition to
various biological systems.1−7 The two transfer processes are
important because they can be used to quench electronically
excited states and to sensitize other species. From a quantum
mechanical viewpoint, EleT and EngT processes can be viewed
as radiationless transitions between different, weakly interacting
electronic states.8,9 The key distinctions between photoinduced
EleT and EngT are the mechanism of electronic transition
(Scheme 1) and theoretical distance limits of transfer. To keep
EleT rates within the millisecond to microsecond range the
effective distance limit is ∼20 Å if the reaction is facilitated
without a “hopping intermediate”,10−12 whereas EngT
processes can occur at distances up to 70 Å.13,14

Several experimental methods have been developed to
measure the rate of EleT within various protein systems;15,16

however, experimental assessment of related EngT processes
has lagged significantly for these same systems. The dominant
method for measuring EleT within proteins is achieved by way
of intramolecular photochemical induction.12,15,17−19 The
advantage of photochemically induced EleT over other
methods16,20−23 is the ability to use site-specific covalent
attachment of a tunable photosensitizer (phototrigger) to the
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Scheme 1. Comparison and Contrast of Electron Transfer
and Energy Transfer Mechanisms
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surface of a EleT protein, which allows for experimental control
over the EleT pathway, distance, and driving force for the
reaction.15

Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin is a small (14 kDa), soluble
blue copper protein with a β-sandwich fold which has become
one of the key model systems for investigating intramolecular
EleT in proteins.12,15−19,24 The blue copper site in azurin has a
strong absorbance peak at 625 nm in the Cu2+ state, which is
absent in the Cu+ state. The transient change in absorbance
between redox states (mediated by activation of a surface-
attached photosensitizer) is the key observable in most studies
of intramolecular EleT in azurin (see Scheme 2). Accordingly,

these elegant experimental approaches have been used to
measure the rates of charge transfer in the azurin model system,
and flash-quench methods (Scheme 2B) have been used to
create extensive timetables of EleTi.e., distance- and
pathway-dependent rates of charge transferin the azurin
and cytochrome c model systems.15 In addition, the two
photochemical methods25 were used to determine the
reorganization energy for the azurin Cu site. In turn, these
data have been used to parametrize the semiclassical (Marcus)
model of electron transfer and have been leveraged to expand
our understanding of electronic coupling, including pathway
dynamics.26,27 Eventually, this knowledge will aid in the
development of explicit protein design models and scoring
functions for engineering synthetic bioenergetic and biocata-
lytic processes.
A variety of photosensitizers have been used in attempts to

measure photoinduced intramolecular EleT in azurine.g.,
pentaammineruthenium,24 Ru(bpy)2Im,17,25 Re(CO)3(phen),

28

Os(trpy)(bpy),25 and thioureidopyrenetrisulfonate (TUPS).29

Additionally, experiments utilizing pulse radiolysis have also
been conducted, to measure intramolecular charge-transfer
rates.16 Unfortunately, for the photoinduced method, there are
a few inconsistencies as to the assignment of the EleT rate to
the observed experimental data, such as whether the observed
transients are due solely to EleT and can be fit with a single
exponential model25,30 or whether the observed transients must
be decomposed into a double exponential model with emission
decay of the photosensitizer corresponding to a second
rate.31−33 Accordingly, controversies remain with regard to
the exact nature (mechanism) of biological EleTe.g., the role
of amino acid composition in electronic coupling pathways. 34

We believe some of the inconsistencies arise from our inability
to clearly distinguish between EleT and EngT in these systems.
Accordingly, in this study we present methodology for
measuring EngT that leverages techniques initially developed
to measure photoinduced EleT. In addition, we resolve
confounding kinetic phenomena associated with Zn contami-
nation in the model system P. aeruginosa azurin that can result
in erroneous kinetic assignments when measuring EleT via
photoinduction.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Variant Construction, Protein Expression, and Purification.

A pUG4 (pUC18-based) vector containing the wild-type P. aeruginosa
azurin gene35 was used as a template, and variants (H83C, K92C,
H83Q T124C, T30C, H83Q Q107C, D98C, E104C, H83Q K92H,
H83Q T124H, H83Q T126H, and H83Q Q107H) were constructed
using the SOEing technique36 with oligos purchased from Sigma. All
variant sequences were verified by DNA sequencing at the Yale W.M.
Keck Biotechnology Resource Laboratory. Azurin variants were
purified from E. coli BL21 cells transformed with plasmid pUG4
containing the appropriate P. aeruginosa azurin gene (wild-type or
mutant) in a manner similar to earlier reports.37 First, 6 L of LB
medium per variant (1 L per 2 L flask) plus 100 μg/mL ampicillin was
inoculated 2 mL/L from a 7 h, 14 mL LB ampicillin culture started
from a single colony. Four hours after inoculation, azurin expression
was induced by the addition of 1 mL/L 0.5 M IPTG and 1 mL/L 0.1
M CuSO4 at the same time. Cells were grown for 12−14 h at 37 °C
with 250 rpm shaking and then collected by centrifugation (4000 rpm
for 15 min). Cell paste was resuspended in 20% (w/v) sucrose, 300
mM Tris-HCl, and 1 mM EDTA buffer, broken in a french press
(Avestin EmulsiFlex-C5), and centrifuged (10 000 rpm for 30 min).
Next, 0.1 M CuSO4 to a concentration of 0.01 M, and 0.5 M NH4OAc
pH 4.0 to a concentration of 0.05 M, were added to the supernatant,
and the pH was adjusted to 4.0 with concentrated HOAc. Precipitated
proteins were removed by centrifugation (10 000 rpm for 30 min).
The supernatant was dialyzed overnight into 50 mM NH4OAc pH 4.0,
and centrifuged again (10 000 rpm for 15 min) to remove additional
precipitant. The 0.22 μm filtered supernatant was applied to a
Highload 26/10 SP Sepharose column in an Akta HPLC system (GE)
equilibrated with 50 mM NH4OAc pH 4.0. Azurin was eluted with a
50 mM NH4OAc pH gradient of 4.0−9.5. Blue fractions were pooled,
concentrated (Amicon Ultra 10K MWCO), and applied to a Superdex
75 column (GE) equilibrated with 50 mM KP buffer pH 7.5.
Monomeric fractions were retained (peak at 78 mL), and oligomeric
fractions (more prevalent in Cys mutants due to intermolecular
disulfide formation) were discarded. The purified azurin was judged
pure by SDS-PAGE, and the 628/280 nm absorbance ratio was 0.35−
0.45 at this stage.

Metalization and Photosensitizer Labeling. Apo-azurin was
formed by dialysis against KCN.37−39 Up to 40 mL of 100 μM
heteroazurin was dialyzed against 1 L of fresh 0.5 M KCN|100 mM
Tris pH 8.5 for two 4 h exchanges, followed by three exchanges into
50 mM KP buffer pH 7.5 for 1 h, overnight, and then 1 h. Cu or Zn
loading was performed by dialysis overnight into 200 μM CuSO4 or
ZnSO4 in 100 mM Tris pH 7.5, followed by several rounds of dialysis

Scheme 2. Original Kinetic Mechanisms Proposed in Early
Pioneering Studies17,31 of Ruthenium Photosensitizer-
Mediated Electron Transfer in Azurina

a(A) Photoinduced reaction scheme: (1) laser excitation at 480 nm of
Ru2+-azurin/Cu2+ results in the formation of the Ru2+*-azurin/Cu2+

excited state, (2) forward electron transfer (too fast to be observed
with the original experimental setup) results in the formation of Ru3+-
azurin/Cu+, and (3) back electron transfer from Cu+ to Ru3+ yields a
return to the ground state and is the putative observable measured via
transient absorption kinetics. (B) Flash-quench reaction scheme: (1)
laser excitation at 480 nm of Ru2+-azurin/Cu+ results in the formation
of the Ru2+*-azurin/Cu+ excited state, (2) oxidative quenching by
Ru(NH3)6

3+ yields Ru3+-azurin/Cu+, (3) back electron-transfer from
Cu+ to Ru3+ yields Ru2+-azurin/Cu2+ and is the putative observable
measured via transient absorption kinetics, and (4) on a longer time
scale the reduced quencher Ru(NH3)6

2+ reduces Cu2+, re-forming the
initial Ru2+-azurin/Cu+.
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to remove excess metal. Ru(bpy)2CO3 was synthesized according to a
literature method.40 Sodium carbonate was purchased from Sigma, and
Ru(bpy)2Cl2 from Strem. Azurin was labeled with Ru-
(bpy)2(imidazole) at His83 (WT), H92 (H83Q K92H), H124
(H83Q T124H), H126 (H83Q T126H), and H107 (H83Q
Q107H) following a literature procedure.41 Ru(bpy)2(5-iodoacetami-
do-1,10-phenanthroline) was synthesized according to a literature
method.42 5-Amino-1,10-phenanthroline and iodoacetic anhydride
were purchased from Sigma. Azurin cysteine mutants H83C, K92C,
H83Q T124C, T30C, H83Q Q107C, D98C, and E104C were labeled
with thiol-reactive Ru(2,2′-bipyridine)2(5-iodoacetamido-1,10-phenan-
throline) [Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)] in a manner similar to a literature
method.42 A 10-fold molar excess of [Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)](PF6)2 was
added in DMF to fresh H83C apo-azurin in 100 mM phosphate buffer
pH 7.1 and allowed to react overnight at 4 °C in the dark.
Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-labeled apo-azurin was metal-loaded by dialysis as
described above. Both Ru(bpy)2Im- and Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-labeled
azurin variants were purified by cation exchange chromatography using
a linear gradient from 25 to 600 mM NaOAc pH 4.5,41 on a GE Akta
Purifier system with a Highload 26/10 SP Sepharose column to
remove unlabeled protein. Finally, gel filtration and buffer exchange
into 50 mM KP pH 7.5 were performed using a Superdex 75 column.
Equilibrium Unfolding. Guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl)-

induced equilibrium unfolding was performed in 100 mM phosphate
pH 7.0 at 25 °C and observed using fluorescence (excitation at 285
nm; emission at 308 nm) and far-UV circular dichrosim detection
(220 nm for the heteroazurin sample, due to quenching of the native
tryptophan fluorescence in the presence of Cu)43 on an Applied
Photophysics Chirascan spectrophotometer, as described previously.37

The 8 M GuHCl used was purchased from Sigma. Samples were
incubated for 2 h before measurements. The equilibrium unfolding
curves were analyzed using two-state and three-state models.37,44

Zinc Analysis. Zinc content was measured using a Thermo
Scientific Element XR inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer,
similar to the method used in ref 45. All sample preparation was
conducted in a Class 10 trace-metal-free clean room, Geology and
Geophysics Department, Yale University. All volumetric additions of
sample components and dilutions were verified gravimetrically to
±0.001 mg on a Mettler Toledo XP26 analytical balance. A 40 μL
aliquot of each sample (1 mg/mL azurin, based on ε = 9000 M−1 cm−1

at 280 nm in 100 mM KP pH 7.0, washed with EDTA prior to metal
analysis) was pipetted volumetrically into a 3 mL acid-cleaned Teflon
beaker and dried overnight on a hot plate at 95 °C. The dried samples
were dissolved in 600 μL of 8 N ultrapure HNO3 plus 200 μL of
ultrapure H2O2 (both SEASTAR Baseline brand with metals under 10
ppt) and dried overnight on a hot plate at 95 °C, and this step was
repeated a second time the following day. The dried samples were
then dissolved in 3.8 mL of 5% (w/w) HNO3 (SEASTAR Baseline)
with 2 ppb 155In (SPEX Certiprep) for analysis. Prior to HNO3 and
H2O2 digestion, Cu-metalated and Zn-metalated azurin samples of
equal 280 nm absorbance (measured with a Thermo Scientific
Genesys 10S UV−vis spectrophotometer) were mixed to create
samples with 75%, 50%, and 25% Zn-metalated azurin. Three
replicates of each sample type (blank, Zn-metalated azurin, 75% Zn-
metalated azurin, 50% Zn-metalated azurin, 25% Zn-metalated azurin,
and Cu-metalated azurin) were analyzed. Calibration was achieved by
standard addition of certified standard reference material (Zn standard,
SPEX Certiprep) in the range 0−100 ng/g, 20 ng/g step, to apo-azurin
samples (6-point calibration). 155In at 2 ppb was used as an internal
standard to correct for instrumental drift and was included in all
samples. 66Zn, 67Zn, and 68Zn were measured, and the standard
addition calibration was linear with R2 > 0.999 for all three isotopes.
Electrochemistry. Azurin oxidation and reduction peak potentials,

Ep
ox and Ep

red, were measured via cyclic voltammetry using a CH
Instruments model 660 electrochemical workstation and model
CHI222 glass cell equipped with a glassy carbon working electrode,
platinum wire counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl)
reference electrode. Four-milliliter volumes of 0.2 μm filtered 100 μM
samples of photosensitizer-labeled azurin in 50 mM KP pH 7.5 were
used for all experiments under ambient atmosphere at room

temperature (21 °C), with a scan rate of 0.01 V/s, and repeatable
quasireversible voltammograms were obtained. Reported midpoint
potentials (Em) were calculated according to eq 1:

=
+

E
E E

2m
p
ox

p
red

(1)

Mixed concentrations of Cu- and Zn-loaded azurin were obtained
by mixing appropriate volumes of 100 μM Cu-loaded and 100 μM Zn-
loaded azurin. In this method (inspired by Sykes’s work46 with
plastocyanin using [-Ru(NH3)5]

3+/2+ attached at His59 and Zanello’s47

descriptions of protein interactions with negatively charged glassy
carbon electrodes), the 2+ charge on the attached Ru photosensitizer
acts as a mediator to allow interaction between negatively charged
azurin (isoelectric point <6) at pH 7.5 and the negatively charged
glassy carbon working electrode. Under equivalent conditions at pH
7.5, unlabeled azurin yields less reversible and much smaller amplitude
oxidation and reduction peaks.

Photochemistry. Kinetic measurements were conducted using an
Applied Photophysics LKS 60 ns laser flash photolysis spectrometer
combined with a Newport Spectra-Physics Nd:YAG-pumped optical
parametric oscillator and UV scan generator. For kinetic experiments
Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-azurin concentration was 30 μM based on ε = 16
600 M−1 cm−1 at 450 nm for Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)

42 and 30−120 μM
based on ε = 10 000 M−1 cm−1 at 490 nm for Ru(bpy)2Im-azurin.

41

Use of 120 μM Ru(bpy)2Im-azurin gave higher amplitude signals but
otherwise equivalent results. Protein solutions were bubbled with
argon for 10 min in a cuvette which was then sealed prior to
measurements. EDTA wash was done prior to measurements to
remove any adventitious metals. λex was set at 450 nm for
Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA) and 480 or 490 nm for Ru(bpy)2Im-azurin and
confirmed spectroscopically. Excitation at 490 nm for Ru(bpy)2Im-
azurin gave higher amplitude signals but otherwise equivalent results.
Laser power was measured with a Newport laser power meter and
adjusted to 2 mJ/pulse to match previous work.25 Transient emission
and absorption were monitored at 625 nm and controlled by two
monochromators, one between the xenon flash lamp and the sample
and the other between the sample and the detector (see Figure S10).
Each measurement was the average of eight laser shots, with a 1 s delay
between shots. Reported rates are the average of three 8-shot averages.
Reported photosensitizer lifetimes (τ = 1/kavg) are the inverse of the
average zinc-metalated transient emission rates at 625 nm for all azurin
variants labeled with that photosensitizer. Kinetic data were fit to
single exponential and biexponential models using Kaleidagraph, and
global fitting was performed in Igor Pro. Data for transient absorption
experiments with mixed percentages of Cu-metalated and Zn-
metalated samples (7−54% Zn content) for Ru(bpy)2Im(His

83)-
azurin were globally fit to eq 2, yielding a global k1 and k2, and
individual coefficients C, A1, and A2, and this method was repeated for
transient emission data and for equivalent Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys

83)
azurin data.

= + − + −Y t C A k t A k t( ) exp( ) exp( )1 1 2 2 (2)

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preparation of Cu-Azurin and Quantification of Cu/

Zn-Metalization. We recombinantly express P. aeruginosa
azurin in E. coli using standard laboratory methods.35,37,39,48 In
our hands, protein enriched via cation exchange (see Methods
and Materials) contains 27−44% Zn-metalated azurin (see
Table 1). In practice, two methods have been used to produce
Cu-azurin for photochemistry measurements: (i) enrichment of
apo-azurin via anion exchange, followed by Cu metal-
ization,41,49,50 and (ii) Cu remetalization of apoprotein
produced using a strong chelating agent.39 Our heteroazurin
samples were nearly devoid of apo-azurin; accordingly, we used
the latter (chelation) approach to produce uniform Cu-azurin
and Zn-azurin (control) samples. Namely, we dialyzed
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heteroazurin (i.e., post cation exchange) against KCN37−39 to
remove mixed metals from the heterogeneous azurin sample,
producing a homogeneous apo-azurin sample. To quantify
azurin demetalization, protein stability analysis was conducted
via equilibrium unfolding experiments, as the amount of Zn
removal cannot be determined spectroscopically (Figure S1).
Zn-metalated azurin is 29 kJ mol−1 more stable than apo-
azurin;37,48 accordingly, partially Zn-metalated azurin presents
biphasic transitions (though spectroscopically indistinguishable
from the apoprotein, also see Table 1 and Figure S1), while
apo-azurin shows a single transition. In turn, apo-azurin was
remetalated with either Cu or Zn to achieve monometalation,
using a simple dialysis against excess metal in the dialysate
solution. Cu-azurin produced in this manner had a 628/280 nm
absorbance ratio of 0.56 ± 0.01, similar to earlier reports, which
were considered pure Cu-azurin.33,38,50

To better quantify any Zn content in our samples, we
conducted inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS) on apo-azurin, Cu-metalated, and Zn-metalated
protein (see Table 1). The average Zn content of three
replicates of Zn-metalated azurin tested was 47.6 ppb, which is
consistent with 100% Zn occupancy, considering an uncertainty
of up to 10% in the ε280 (based on the 280 nm absorbance and
quantity of azurin solution in each sample for an ε280 of 9000
M−1 cm−1,50 49.0 ppb would be expected, and for an ε280 of
9800 M−1 cm−1,38 45.5 pbb would be expected for a 1:1 azurin
to Zn2+ stoichiometric ratio). The average Zn content of three
replicates of apo-azurin was 3.1 ppb, and for Cu-metalated

azurin 3.5 ppb, yielding approximately 7% Zn content for both
our apo and Cu-metalated samples. Notably, 7% Zn
contamination is consistent with an earlier report50 in which
Cu-azurin was prepared by way of metalated apoprotein
isolated via anion exchange chromatography. A comparison of
the 628/280 nm absorbance ratio for mixed Cu-metalated and
Zn-metalated samples and the ICP-MS measured Zn content
yields an extrapolated 628/280 ratio of 0.60 for Zn-free azurin
(Figure S2). The voltammograms in Figure S3 demonstrate
that Cu-metalated azurin prepared via Cu remetalization is
redox active, with an observed potential of 68 ± 1 mV vs Ag/
AgCl, on par with values reported in previous studies.51−53

Photochemical Characterization of Metalated Azurin.
Zn-metalated protein reference experiments were not reported
in any of the earlier accounts of Ru(bpy)2Im-labeled photo-
induced EleT in azurin,25,30,31,33 and they were only tentatively
explored in the most recent account.32 To investigate the
influence of Zn-azurin contamination on the rate of charge
transfer, Cu-metalated (i.e., 93% Cu/7% Zn) and 100% Zn-
metalated azurin were subjected to photochemical character-
ization to measure putative EleT rates via photoinduction (see
Scheme 2A) under conditions closely matching those used by
earlier investigators (also see Methods and Materials).25,31,32

Namely, previous reports of photoinduced experiments for
Ru(bpy)2Im-labeled azurin involved an excitation of Ru-
(bpy)2Im at 480−490 nm, followed by monitoring of transient
absorbance (i.e., Cu+ to Cu2+) in the range of 625−632
nm.25,30−33 Under these conditions using azurin labeled with
Ru(bpy)2Im (0.11 μs lifetime) or Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA) (1.7 μs
lifetime) at amino acid position 83, we also observe an
instantaneous drop in absorbance followed by a transient
biexponential return to the pre-excitation baseline (see Figure
1; also see Supporting Information Figures S4A,B and S5A,B).
This observation is in agreement with several previous
reports,31,33 which made the following assignments: the faster
rate (k1) was attributed to an excited-state decay of the
photosensitizer (based on measurements of the protein-free
model compound Ru(bpy)2Im2),

54 and the slower rate (k2) was
ascribed to back EleT (Ru3+-azurin/Cu+ to Ru2+-azurin/Cu2+)
assuming a forward rate of electron transfer (Ru2+*-azurin/
Cu2+ to Ru3+-azurin/Cu+), which was described as too fast to
be observed by the reported experimental setup, and this is the
basis of Scheme 2A.31 Moreover, our initial analysis for both

Table 1. 628/280 nm Absorbance Ratio vs %Zn from ICP-
MSa

azurin forms,
wild-type

GuHCl unfolding
midpoints (M)

628/280 nm
absorbance ratio

Zn content
(%)

hetero-azurin 3.2 0.40 ± 0.01 36
partial Zn-
azurinb

1.85/3.2d 0.00 25

apo-azurinc 1.85 0.00 7
Zn-azurin 3.2 0.00 100
Cu-azurin 3.3 0.56 ± 0.01 7
aCorrelation given in Figure S2. bHolo-azurin after 2 h exposure to
KCN; also see Figure S1. cHolo-azurin after 8 h exposure to KCN;
also see Figure S1. dFirst midpoint/second midpoint.

Figure 1. Kinetic assignments for Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys
83) photoinduction experiments. (A) Previous work with photochemistry experiments for

Ru(bpy)2Im-labeled azurin reported a biexponential reaction, observed at λabs = 625 nm via transient absorption kinetics, of oxidized protein excited
at λex = 480−490 nm. An instantaneous drop (1) at the Cu2+ absorption peak (in the range of 625−632 nm) was observed followed by a transient
biexponential return (2 and 3) to the pre-excitation baseline. Initial analysis for both Cu-metalated Ru(bpy)2Im(His

83) (see Figure S4A,B) and
Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys

83) systems (also see Figure S5A,B) produced rates that are comparable to previously published rates. (B) Biexponential and
(C) single exponential fits to 10% Zn Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys

83) azurin transient absorption data.
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Cu-metalated Ru(bpy)2Im(His83) and Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-
(Cys83)systems produced rates that are comparable to
previously published rates25,31 (see Table 2).

Interestingly, experiments on mixed ratios of Cu/Zn-
metalated protein demonstrate increased amplitudes for the
slower rate k2 and decreased amplitudes for the faster rate k1 as
the percentage of Zn-metalated protein is raised to 100% in
both systems (see Figure 2; also see Figures S4 and S5). The

homogeneous Zn-metalated azurin samples are best fit as a
single-exponential decay with observed rates of k = 6.2 × 106

and 0.65 × 106 s−1 for Ru(bpy)2Im(His83) and Ru(bpy)2(phen-
IA)(Cys83), respectively. Global biexponential fitting of
transient absorption from un-mixed Cu-metalated azurin (7%
Zn) and mixed samples with 10%, 22%, 30%, and 54% Zn
yielded two distinct rates that correspond to the observed rate
for homogeneous Cu-azurin (k1) and Zn-azurin samples,

respectively, i.e., for both Ru(bpy)2Im(His83) and Ru-
(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys

83) systems. Due to the longer lifetime
(1.7 μs) of Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys

83), the effects of even small
quantities of Zn-azurin contamination are more apparent
(Figure 2C,D). The difference in the observed rates for the
Cu-azurin slow phase and Zn-azurin single phase is likely due to
missing kinetic amplitudes, which is resolved upon global
analysis (see Table 2). Thus, the most reasonable supposition is
that the slower rate (k2) observed in the Cu-metalated (i.e., 7%
Zn) sample is due to residual Zn-metalated azurin contami-
nation, and not EleT.

Resolving the Observed Rates. What is the nature of the
observed faster k1 rates? Previous studies have suggested that
EngT in addition to EleT could be responsible for some
portion of the photoinduced transient absorption kinetics
observed in cytochrome c55 and azurin.31 Accordingly, three
events could contribute to the observed k1 in the Cu-azurin
system: (i) excited-state decay of the phototrigger, (ii) EleT, or
(iii) EngT. However, the relative contributions of the three
phenomena have not been carefully resolved for Ru(bpy)2Im-
labeled azurin. Is the observed (λabs = 625 nm) k1 rate electron
transfer? In principle, the rate of EleT has a distinct distance
dependence.15 Accordingly, to test Cu-azurin (i.e., Ru(bpy)2Im-
(HisX) and Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys

X) for EleT, we created
several azurin variants in which the distance between the
photosensitizer and Cu site varies and conducted transient
absorption experiments via photoinduction (Scheme 2A),
similar to the above (i.e., λex = 490 nm and λabs = 625 nm;
see Figure 3, Table 3, and Supporting Information Table S2).
Interestingly, we observe nonlinear distance-dependent rates
for k1 in both systems, which is significantly faster than the
putative rate versus distance relationship reported for EleT
through a protein matrix. In addition, this result also eliminates

Table 2. Transient Absorption Data for λex = 490 nm, λabs =
625 nma

azurin variants
Zn content

(%) k1 (×10
6 s−1) k2 (×10

6 s−1)

Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)
(Cys83)

7 33.2 ± 1.1 1.00 ± 0.08

Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)
(Cys83)

100 0.646 ± 0.011 n/a

Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)
(Cys83)

var.b 25.7 ± 0.4 0.801 ± 0.004

Ru(bpy)2Im (His83) 7 21.6 ± 0.4 2.05 ± 0.61
Ru(bpy)2Im (His83) 100 6.23 ± 0.14 n/a
Ru(bpy)2Im (His83) var.b 18.7 ± 0.4 5.91 ± 0.10
aEmission data given in Table S1. bVariable; rates determined via
global analysis, using data collected in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Transient absorption kinetics monitored at 625 nm using
variable percentages of the Cu- and Zn-metalated forms: (A)
Ru(bpy)2Im(His

83) azurin and (C) Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys
83) azurin.

(B) and (D) show relative amplitudes for the k1 and k2 rates from
global fitting of the 7−54% Zn samples in (A) and (C), respectively.
Individual kinetic traces and fits are given in Supporting Information,
Figures S4 and S5.

Figure 3. Transient absorption kinetics (625 nm) from this study
plotted against the theoretical free-energy optimized rate versus
distance relationship for EleT, and previous experimental data.
Theoretical kEleT (eq 3) rates with β = 1.4 (black solid line), 1.0
(gray dashed line), and 0.7 (gray dotted line), bacterial reaction
centers (black circles),57 and the Gray group’s Ru(bpy)2Im-labeled
azurin flash quench data (green circles).15 (A) Photoinduced Ru(2,2′-
bipyridine)2(imidazole) [Ru(bpy)2(Im)]-labeled azurin: Cu-metalated
(this study, blue circles) and Zn-metalated (this study, red circles). (B)
Photoinduced Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-labeled azurin: Cu-metalated (this
study, blue circles) and Zn-metalated (this study, red circles). Red
solid lines are the average Zn-metalated (unquenched) rates, kD =
0.547 × 106 s−1 for Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-labeled azurin and kD = 7.29 ×
106 s−1 for Ru(bpy)2(Im)-labeled azurin. Blue solid lines are the best-
fit EngT rate curves (kobs, eq 7), yielding R0 = 35.5 Å for
Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-labeled azurin and R0 = 17.9 Å for Ru-
(bpy)2(Im)-labeled azurin. Also see Tables 3 and S2.
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excited-state decay of the phototrigger as a satisfactory
explanation for the observed rate; i.e., the observed k1 rate is
not simply the result of phototrigger decay because a constant
rate is not observed for Cu-metalated azurin samples. To
further test this assertion, we measured the decay rates for Zn-
azurin for both Ru(bpy)2Im(HisX) and Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-
(CysX), which show constant rates and are independent of
distance (Figure 3 and Table 3).
Considering the significant overlap between emission of the

photosensitizers and absorption of Cu2+ azurin (see Figure 4A

and Figure S6A) and the nonlinear dependence of the log(k1)
rates versus distance (Figure 3), in addition to the low
probability of EleT at longer distances (see Figure 4B and
Figure S6B), an EngT mechanism is plausible via photo-
induction. If EngT occurs in our azurin model systems,
emission associated with the excited-state decay (i.e., Ru2+* to
Ru2+ transition) quenched by the Cu2+ cofactor should be
observed. To investigate EngT emission quenching, we
conducted time-resolved emission experiments at λem = 625
nm (λex = 490 nm), under conditions matching the transient
absorption distance measurements (Figure 5). Time-resolved
emission rates for all tested variants are coincidental with the
respective transient absorption rates (see Figures 5 and 3, also
see Tables S2 and S3). Distinction between EleT and EngT is
apparent, considering the significantly different distance
dependencies of EleT (eq 3) and EngT (eq 4),

β= − −k r A r r( ) exp[ ( )]EleT c (3)
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where, for EleT (eq 3),56 r is the center-to-center distance
between the donor and acceptor, rc is the distance of closest
approach at molecular contact, and A is assumed to have a value
of 1013 s−1 at r = rc. To match earlier reports, we have assumed
rc = 3.6 Å.57 β is the exponential coefficient of decay of
electronic coupling with r,57 and values of β for a protein matrix
are typically 1.0−1.4 Å−1.15 For the EngT quenched rate in the
presence of an acceptor, kEngT(r) (eq 4),13,56 τD is the donor
lifetime in the absence of acceptor, r is the center-to-center
distance between the donor and acceptor, R0 is the Förster
distance, and kD = 1/τD is the donor decay rate in the absence
of acceptor. The separate EleT and EngT efficiencies (eqs 5
and 6),56 which in this simplified form do not take into account
both processes occurring concurrently, are the ratios of the
decay of interest divided by the sum of the rates of decay of all
processes (in both cases including kD). For EngT, the observed
decay rate, kobs(r), in the presence of an acceptor is the sum of
the quenched rate, kEngT(r), and the unquenched rate, kD.

13,56

Analysis of transient emission data of the Cu-azurin distance
variants (Figure 5) yields fits to eq 7, with reasonable Förster
radii of 17.8 Å for Ru(bpy)2Im-azurin and 35.1 Å for
Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-azurin, supporting an EngT mechanism.
To demonstrate that the emission decay is coupled to the Cu2+

cofactor, we conducted Zn-azurin doping experiments (Figure
6; also see Supporting Information, Figures S7 and S8) using
the same step-size used in the transient absorption experiments
shown in Figure 4. Consistent with an EngT mechanism, we
see a progressive decrease in the amplitudes of the k1 rates (i.e.,
for both the Ru(bpy)2Im(His

83) and Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-

Table 3a

k1 (×10
6 s−1) at 625 nm abs

azurin variants
Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA) d (Å) for 93% Cub for 100% Zn

H83C 19.6 33.2 ± 1.1 0.646 ± 0.011
K92C 20.0 8.60 ± 0.07 0.504 ± 0.012
H83QT124C 22.9 7.53 ± 0.24 0.521 ± 0.010
T30C 25.8 2.47 ± 0.07 0.612 ± 0.006
H83Q Q107C 28.3 5.76 ± 0.03 0.549 ± 0.011
D98C 30.9 2.04 ± 0.01 0.434 ± 0.003
E104C 34.5 1.35 ± 0.06 0.566 ± 0.002

aAzurin variants Ru(bpy)2Im given in Supporting Information, Table
S2; also see Figure S9 and Table S3. b93% Cu/7% Zn.

Figure 4. (A) UV/vis absorption spectra and normalized emission
spectra for Cu- and Zn-loaded Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-azurin. (B) Models
of EngT efficiencies based on eq 6 (where τ = 1.67 μs and R0 = 35.1
Å) and EleT efficiencies based on eq 5 (where τ = 1.67 μs and β = 1.4,
1.2, and 1.0, as shown in legend) for Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-azurin.

Figure 5. Comparison of photoinduced emission and transient
absorption kinetics (both 625 nm), for (A) Ru(bpy)2(Im)-labeled
azurin and (B) Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-labeled azurin. Blue and red circles
and lines are transient absorption data and fits as shown in Figure 4.
Cu-metalated and Zn-metalated transient emission data are shown as
black, and green squares. Green dashed lines are the average Zn-
metalated (unquenched) rates, kD = 0.599 × 106 s−1 for Ru-
(bpy)2(phen-IA)-labeled azurin and kD = 8.96 × 106 s−1 for
Ru(bpy)2(Im)-labeled azurin. Black dashed lines are the best-fit
EngT rate curves (kobs, eq 7), yielding R0 = 35.1 Å for Ru(bpy)2(phen-
IA)-labeled azurin and R0 = 17.8 Å for Ru(bpy)2(Im)-labeled azurin.
Also see Tables S2 and S3.
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(Cys83) systems) as the Zn-azurin content increases (Figure 6,
also see Table S1). Accordingly, an EngT mechanism is
proposed as shown in Scheme 3.

In the proposed EngT mechanism, azurin (Cu2+) is not
reduced during the reaction. This implies transient absorption
should not be observed, and observed λabs = 625 nm is actually
λem = 625 nm. To further test this assertion, we conducted
transient absorption experiments on the photosensitizers alone
(without protein), which clearly illustrates the photon
contribution from emission is sufficient to produce erroneous
absorption decay (Figure 7A,B). In addition, we conducted
transient absorption experiments with Cu-metalated azurin in

which the contribution from emission is subtracted from the
observed signal (Figure 7C,D, also see Supporting Information,
Figure S10). These data suggest the observed decay is
dominated by the emission signal, with little, if any,
contribution from transient absorption at λabs = 625 nm.
In principle, we can also experimentally validate the EngT

mechanism by monitoring changes in absorption properties
associated with the phototrigger upon photoinduction at
wavelengths that are remote from the Cu site.31,33,58

Accordingly, we conducted transient absorption experiments
at 310, 370, 432, and 500 nm to demonstrate that
Ru3+(bpy)2Im(His83) is not populated and only the
Ru2+*(bpy)2Im(His83)-to-Ru2+(bpy)2Im(His83) decay is ob-
served. Rates observed at 310 and 370 nm (Figure 8A,B)
coincide with those observed at 625 nm (see Table S4 and
Table 2). However, there are no observable decays at 432 and
500 nm (Figure 8C,D), which implies that the Ru3+(bpy)2Im-
(His83) state is not populated.58 Thus, the observed transient
absorption rates at 310 and 370 nm are not likely to be EleT;
rather, the observed rates are excited-state decay of the
phototrigger (i.e., Ru2+*(bpy)2Im(His

83) to Ru2+(bpy)2Im-
(His83)). In other words, these data support an EngT
mechanism where the phototrigger decay is quenched by the
Cu cofactor (see Table S4). While this observation is in
contrast with measurements made by Gray et al.,25,31,33 it is
important to note the transient absorption measurements
conducted in these seminal studies were also made via the flash-
quench method (Scheme 2B) for Ru(bpy)2Im(His

83),25,31 and
the flash-quench method was exclusively used for longer
distances.17 Accordingly, the energy-transfer mechanism
proposed in this study (Scheme 3) is not necessarily in conflict
with earlier studies; rather, the probabilities of EngT and EleT
are nearly equivalent at distances <20 Å (e.g., the Ru(bpy)2Im
(His83) system, see Figure S6 and Table S1), and initiating the
reaction by prereducing the cofactor (i.e., Cu+ azurin) biases

Figure 6. Transient emission kinetics monitored at 625 nm using
variable percentages of the Cu- and Zn-metalated forms: (A)
Ru(bpy)2Im-(H83) azurin and (C) Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)-(H83C)
azurin. (B) and (D) show relative amplitudes for the k1 and k2 rates
from global fitting of the 7−54% Zn samples in (A) and (C).

Scheme 3. Putative Energy Transfer Mechanisma

a(1) laser excitation at 480 nm of Ru2+-azurin/Cu2+ results in the
formation of the Ru2+*-azurin/Cu2+ excited state. (2) Energy transfer
from the Ru2+* donor to the azurin/Cu2+ acceptor results in the
quenching of the observed lifetime of the Ru2+* excited state. (3)
Observed emission of Ru2+*-azurin/Cu2+ transition to the ground
state and the excited Cu2+* acceptor does not re-emit, so return to the
Cu2+ ground state proceeds by thermal dissipation.

Figure 7. Transient absorption or (absorption − emission) kinetics
monitored at 625 nm: (A) Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA) transient absorption,
(B) Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA) transient (absorption − emission), (C) Cu-
Ru(bpy)2Im(His

83) azurin transient (absorption − emission), and (D)
Cu-Ru(bpy)2(phen-IA)(Cys

83) azurin (absorption − emission). Also
see Figure S10.
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the reaction toward an EleT mechanism upon flash-quench
photoinduction (see Scheme 2B).

■ CONCLUSIONS
The possibility of energy transfer between the excited state of a
Ru-polypyridine and the Cu2+ site in azurin was not discussed
in initial reports25,30,33 of photoinduced electron transfer and
thus was not factored into the construction of the initial
putative kinetic mechanism (Scheme 2A). However, more
recent reports31,32 acknowledge the possibility of EngT
contributing to the observed photoinduced kinetics but do
not resolve the relative contributions of EleT versus EngT. In
this study, we present new experimental data that support an
EngT mechanism, using methodology (i.e., photoinduction,
Scheme 2A) and a protein model system (i.e., azurin
Ru(bpy)2Im(HisX)) designed to measure EleT. In addition,
we introduce a new azurin model system, Ru(bpy)2(phen-
IA)(CysX), with a photosensitizer that has a longer lifetime, to
accentuate the observed EngT event. To distinguish the two
mechanisms, we created distance timetables of transfer rates
(Figures 3 and 5), in which there is overlap with putative EleT
rates measured previously and distances that approach or
exceed the theoretical limits of EleT (Figure 4). It is important
to note that the original EleT timetables17 were reported using
data collected via the flash-quench method (Scheme 2B),
making EngT quenching unlikely, and the reported data for the
photoinduced method (Scheme 2A) were based on a single
distance, with proteins labeled at position H83.25,30−32 In other
words, not one of the rates in the timetables reported by Gray
et al. is from a measurement of excited-state decay kinetics; i.e.,
all the azurin rates are from flash-quench generation of Ru3+,
and are Cu+-to-Ru3+ EleT, where EngT cannot occur (personal
communication from H. B. Gray). The photoinduced time-
tables in this report show a clear divergence away from an EleT

mechanism, and these data are best explained by fitting to an
EngT model. The critical feature of these data is that, at shorter
distances, there is significant overlap between the EngT and
EleT rates. In addition, models of both transfer processes show
that, at shorter distances, the probabilities of EngT and EleT
are nearly coincidental. Accordingly, orthogonal experimental
validation is required at shorter transfer distances to distinguish
between EleT and EngT, whereas at longer distances the two
mechanisms are distinct under photoinduction.
In another important feature of this study, we demonstrate

that the lifetime of the excited state of the photosensitizer is
coupled to it is proximity to an electron acceptor (i.e., the
excited-state decay of the phototrigger is coupled to the
Cu2+site, Figure 5). Accordingly, EleT measured at short
distances via the photoinduced method has to compete with
faster quenching mediated by EngT, reducing the probability of
explicit charge transfer, and this is illustrated by the absence of
any evidence of the Ru3+(bpy)2Im(His

83) state being populated
(Figure 8). In initial studies the slower rate k2 was considered
the EleT rate; here we show that sample contaminated with
small amounts of Zn-azurin (7%) can produce rates that are on
par with putative charge transfer (Table 2). Moreover, the
preparation of holo-azurin via enrichment of apo-azurin by way
of anion exchange, followed by Cu metalization,50 or Cu
remetalization of apoprotein produced using a strong chelating
agent both result in small amounts of Zn-azurin contamination
that can only be quantified via extensive metal analysis.
To punctuate this study, we used an alternate cation-

exchange chromatography method38 to isolate 100% Cu-
metalated azurin (also see Supplemental Methods and
Materials in Supporting Information). In turn, we conducted
photoinduced EngT experiments using the Ru(bpy)2Im (His83)
system (Figure 9). As expected, the 100% Cu-metalated azurin
system is devoid of the minor (slow) kinetic phase observed in
the azurin sample contaminated with 7% Zn (see Supporting
Information, Figures S4 and S7). In other words, both transient
absorption and emission kinetics for the 100% Cu-metalated

Figure 8. Transient absorption spectra for Cu- and Zn-metalated
Ru(bpy)2Im-H83 azurin at (A) 310, (B) 370, (C) 432, and (D) 500
nm. Excitation was at 490 nm for A−C (smaller amplitudes for 310
and 370 nm, but otherwise similar behavior is obtained with excitation
at 480 nm). For transient absorption at 500 nm, 480 nm excitation was
used to avoid interference from scattered light from the excitation
beam. Also see Table S4.

Figure 9. Fits of single exponential, Y(t) = C + A1 exp(−k1t), and
double exponential, Y(t) = C + A1 exp(−k1t) + A2 exp(−k2t), functions
to 100% Cu (628/280 nm absorbance ratio = 0.60) Ru(bpy)2(Im)-
(H83) azurin transient emission (A,B), and transient absorption (C,D)
kinetics monitored at 625 nm (λex = 490 nm). Also see Table S5.
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Ru(bpy)2Im(His83) system are best fit to a single exponential
model with rates that are on par with those reported in our
global analysis (in which we extrapolate an expected rate for the
pure Cu system; see Table 2 and Supporting Information,
Tables S1 and S4). Thus, our proposed EngT mechanism is
fully supported, and these experiments completely resolve
confounding kinetic phenomena associated with Zn contami-
nation.
In summary, if measurements of electron transfer are

conducted via photoinduction, careful quantification of Zn-
azurin contamination should be conducted. In addition,
independent observation of oxidation of the phototrigger
should be conducted along with at least two longer distances to
distinguish the two transfer processes. Clear distinction of
EngT processes in EleT systems is now of critical importance,
in light of the recent ability to confer accelerated EleT via the
introduction of electron “hopping” intermediates within a
protein matrix.12
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